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Charla Shambley:Welcome to the IAG-CCT Call 04! 
Charla Shambley:Please press *6 to mute your line. 
Ron A:Hi Charla, Can we get names instead of numbers for the Adobe people...?Thanks! 
Ron A:In fact, i see my number there... not sure why?! 
Jonathan Zuck:Indeed 
Jonathan Zuck:Did you connet via Adobe first and have them all you or did you call in first? 
Charla Shambley:Ron, let me know which number is yours ... 917 (?) and I can merge your names 
Ron A:I went into adobe and then dialed in... Yes, the 917 is me. 
Ron A:Thank you.  And the 310 numbers?  Can you let Charla know so she can merge you accordingly?  
Christopher Wilkinson:Could I please have a dila out.. The automated option does not work: 
+34965793693 
Charla Shambley:I will have the Adobe room dial out to you, Christopher. 
Rudi Vansnick:i've dialed in with skype  
Charla Shambley:Christopher - could you provide your full phone number in order to dial out to you 
since I am receiving the same error message. 
Rudi Vansnick:is it normal i hear a lot of background noice ? 
Christopher Wilkinson:+34965793693 is correct. 
Josh Baulch:@Christopher - 
https://www.myrcplus.com/cnums.asp?bwebid=8369444&ppc=4773060660&num=1-719-457-6209 
Jonathan Zuck 2:We'll get the presentation started in a minute and since that's the first thing, folks can 
listen on their PC speakers until the Q &A 
Josh Baulch:Participant code is listed at the top of the page 
Christopher Wilkinson:I am waiting for a dialout. CW 
Christopher Wilkinson:I can hear, but adobe does not accept the Mac mike, which is why I ask for a 
dialout.  
Ron A:Good idea Jon 
Rudi Vansnick:fine for me Jonathan 
Larisa Gurnick:yes, we can here you 
Larisa Gurnick:we can hear fine 
Christopher Wilkinson 2:Presentation is breaking up.  
Rudi Vansnick:not for me  
Phil Buckingham:Cost and timing are the top two  IMO 
Jonathan Zuck 2:Need to step away for a minute. Ron will manage the Q&A. thank you. 
Ron A:you sent this to our private chat... send to Everyone. 
Ron A:Got it.  Will manage list in your absence. 
Larisa Gurnick:Jeremy, can you comment on how the definition of consumer impacts the scope and 
method of the research 
Jonathan Zuck 2:Ouch! 
Ron A:The question for us is what information we can gleen from this baseline research and follow on 
research...? 
Ron A:Good information is valuable to ICANN 
Jonathan Zuck 2:Of course. I was just saying ouch about the comparison to space exploration ;) 
Christopher Wilkinson 2:Nathailie not audible 
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Phil Buckingham:Q what population sample by country are we talking about  for a representive sample . 
? 
Jeremy Rosner:my connection died; kristi and brian can anwer 
Rudi Vansnick:not so evident to find a correlate number as not every country has the same internet 
penetration 
Jeremy Rosner:can your system call me back, or is there a number I can call to? 
Charla Shambley:Yes, I can have Adobe dial-out to you 
Ron A:@ CW: I understood from Jeremy that he was extremely comfortable finding respondents 
Phil Buckingham:JZ + 1   all about change  so we need two surveys  
Jonathan Zuck 2:Definitely would need 2 surveys 
Rudi Vansnick:Jonathan : what would be the delay between both surveys ? 
Charla Shambley:Please press *6 if you are not speaking 
Ron A:+1 Margie re GQR 
Nathalie Coupet:+1 Margie 
Jeremy Rosner:i just got disconnected again, so Kristi and Brian can answer 
Jonathan Zuck 2:No just same questions 
Charla Shambley:@Jeremy - I am having the Adobe room call you back 
Christopher Wilkinson 2:The competition baseline is essential for future consideration. The data is 
necessary e.g. prices.. 
Ron A:Fully support a recommendation to Board pre-SIN, so that the Board can make the determination 
there. 
Rudi Vansnick:+1 Evan 
Larisa Gurnick:Please note that there are due dates for submission of information for Board 
consideration.  I will confirm these dates and share with the group.  These dates are in early March. 
Nathalie Coupet:+1  
Phil Buckingham:Evan + 1   we need to track actual data stats now  .  Cant be doing this after the fact  
Rudi Vansnick:+1 recommendation  
Evan Leibovitch:I support the recommendation  
Larisa Gurnick:Items for the Board agenda need to be submitted by Friday 28 February.   The deadline 
for submitting board materials for approved agenda items is Tuesday 4 March.   
Jonathan Zuck 2:Thanks 
Jonathan Zuck 2:Running for a second. Ron, hold this vote, please. 
Rudi Vansnick:price conditions are indeed at very high level  
Rudi Vansnick:maybe we have to look for alternatives 
Phil Buckingham:is there a budget set aside for this by ICANN ? .  
Ron A:@ Phil: Not that I am aware. 
Ron A:We would be making a recommendation to spend... 
Nathalie Coupet:Maybe someone could sutay in touch with the surveying firm so we could be updted on 
difficulties? 
Phil Buckingham:@ Ron - need to do this in Singapore  
Ron A:@PB: agreed. SIN is thekick off - if approved. 
Phil Buckingham:FY 14 ICANN  budget already approved  ????  
Phil Buckingham:check mark  
Christopher Wilkinson 2:what is a check mark? 
Ron A:In Adobe. where you raise your hand, Christopher 
Ron A:Agreed 
Rudi Vansnick:if it is same day it is ok 
Evan Leibovitch:Please do a Doodle  



Jonathan Zuck 2:can you still hear me? 
Christopher Wilkinson 2:Agree to a call next week, but I would like to continue now to discuss the staff 
input. 
Phil Buckingham:check mate - yes from me  
Evan Leibovitch:Agree with Johnathans plan  
Phil Buckingham:check mark ! 
Christopher Wilkinson 2:In particular, we NEED the ICANN Legal staff to withdraw their position on 
pricing. 
Rudi Vansnick:+1 Jonathan 
Ron A:Sounds good. 
Evan Leibovitch:OK. Bye  
Charla Shambley:Thank you for participating on today's call.  I will be sending out a doodle poll to the 
team to schedule a time for a call next week. 
 


